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◈ How

is dental treatment for infected and suspected patients

handled?
For the confirmed cases of the COVID-19, they will get medical
treatment at the public health center in case of when the
treatment is mandatory. Besides, the suspected cases must do
self-isolation

for

14

days

following

the

regulation

of

the

Government. Also, the patients could get a drug prescription by
phone call as shown in the table down below .
Moreover, within 21 days of the data of the overseas visitors and
who had physical contacts with the confirmed cases will be
provided to the clinics. Therefore the clinics could prevent the
spreading or introducing of the COVID-19. Down below is the
provide method.
In regarding to the lists offered by Korea Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention, if the object person visits the clinics the
government
ITS(International

provides
Traveler

Utilization Review).

real-time
Information

information
System)

and

through
DUR(Drug

◈ The cases of hospital infection at dental clinics
Until now, there is one dentist in Korea has been confirmed
during his work at a hospital. So far 16 cases of the damage case
have been reported to the Korean Dental Association(KDA).
- 12 cases of temporary closed the dental clinic due to visiting
the confirmed cases
- each case of a doctor and

a staff ’self-isolation due to contact

with the confirmed cases
- 2 cases of temporary closed the dental clinic because the
confirmed cases have visited to the clinic located next.
◈ Loan business basis on the damaged healthcare institution
The healthcare institution(including a medical corporation and
non-profit

hospitals),

COVID-19(including

with

clinics

decreased

and

hospitals,

sales

due

to

the

mask manufacturing

firm), can take out 2.5% adjustable-rate loan and more specially
1.9% of a fixed-rate of interests for the special disaster area.

◈ Interim Guidance for Clinics and Healthcare Facilities
The KDA and our members are following Government’s guidance
for Clinics and Healthcare Facilities to protect and prepare for an
outbreak of COVID-19. We are promoting the guidance via KDA
official website, press release to make sure our members can
refer to their works. In section below is the summary of the
guidance.
A. Interim Guidance for Clinics
- Attach posters for entrance of Clinics
- Terms of compliance for a medical teams
- How to behave in patient care
B. Compensation plans for loss in Clinics
C. Emergency procedures in COVID-19 Screening Center
(Operation guideline of COVID-19 Screening Center)
D. Requested terms of Clinics and medical teams
E. A general outline of COVID-19 and definition of the cases
F. Special operating procedures for the containment and disposal
of regulated medical waste
G. The present condition of COVID-19 screening center
H. The others
- Environmental management and restraint of unnecessary
outsiders (visitors)
- Work exclusion of healthcare personnel who have been to
China
- Disinfection and reopen business of the clinics which had been
visited by confirmed cases of COVID-19
◈ Interim Guidance for Healthcare Personnel with Potential Exposure
in a Healthcare Setting to Patients with COVID-19
If the Clinic has been visited by COVID-19 patient, disinfection
and closing are called by local community health center. Reopen
of Clinic should begin after proper disinfection procedure. (Korean
Government’s Guidance are following based on CDC data as

below.)

(https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/hcp/guidance-risk-assesment-hcp.html)

◈ Suppliance of the Public Mask and Alcohol
Due to the lack of the public mask, Associations in the field of
medical(e.g.

Korean

Dental

Association,

Korean

Medical

Association, The Association of Korean Medicine) are secured by
allocating

the

mask

suppliers

under

the

government.

The

healthcare personnel, therefore, can be supplied with the masks
from

each

association.

Dental

masks

and

KF94

masks

are

provided to the dentists by the KDA and the dentists are sharing
the masks with their dental team. In just three weeks, we faced
with a definite shortage of the mask. However it is now on steady
state.
In addition, KDA started to sell the masks and alcohol to the
dentists by opening the online shop. Per dentist can purchase
total 80 masks, 50 of dental masks and 30 of KF94, together with
18 liter of alcohol so the four sets of 4 liter of alcohol can be
purchased at the moment.
◈ Ministry of Health and Welfare(MOHW) COVID-19 Official Website
Link
http://ncov.mohw.go.kr/en/

